
An Addagram a day

By Unstoppable Kums

The grid has 5 sets of “Addagrams”, indicated by A to E at the beginning of each clue.

An Addagram set is a collection of words of lengths n, n+1, n+2 and so on, where a bigger word is an anagram of the smaller word and an additional
letter.

An example of such a set is: set, lest, tales, staple, plaster.

All the clues which are part of the Addagram sets have Enums hidden but will fit in one of the slots within that Addagram's set.

In the other clues which have the correct Enum, the wordplay leading to the answer either has an extra letter  or is short of a letter (for example: the
wordplay might lead to "placid" or "laid", but the answer would be plaid and the Enum would be correctly indicated as 5).

Squares filled: 0/143
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you open from this site. Bookmark/save the URL for more reliable recovery.

Ⓒ Sowmya Ramkumar, 1ACross.org, 2019

Significance of the byline? 

What in the grid symbolically represents the title? 

Can you come up with your own Addagram - The longer the number of
words in your list, more the points? 

List Your Top 3 Clues - SOLUTION WORDS ONLY 

Rank: Overall quality of the Puzzle from 10 (Highest) to 1 (Lowest) 

Across
10 Mountain range made of rocks, perhaps, but no source of limestone (4)
12 Scheme by setter to escape from crash (7)
14 One biological process releases energy for another (7)
24 Cost of old stationery items (7)
30 Messenger's boat used to transport things (7)
32 White figure - a bird seen around New Orleans (7)
E1 Certain revolutionary American soldiers
C1 Difficulty in addition of liquid
B1 Chapter A4 - "Model house"
A1/16 Keeps boxes around bar (7)

Down
1 Compute wrongly, assuming zero as the result (7)
4 Miserable girl goes off to lake (4)
11 Survive explosion (5)
23 Tidal wave rising; man pulled in... it's shocking! (7)
25 Go after one in France employed in bank (6)
26 Conference about rackets (6)
28 Scholar is mainly targetting the communist (6)
32 Procedure to raise dog, say (4)
B3 The energiser appropriate to start with
D2 Bring charges against Union caught in a case of sabotage
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A2 Group caught in Mumbai locality
E2 Guide the woman in old city
B2 Educate every last student to be on top
C2 Animals - perhaps mules - found around the tip of Madagascar
C3 Fights with doctor breaks laws
D1 States smuggling drug in powdered sugar
C4 Inspiration to study

E3 Shoots husband involved in ploys
E4 Regret starting late, right?
A3 Acquit King Charles initially
A1/16 Drink alone?
D3 Dictator's praise for device
B4 The criminal gangster's extremely iconic for being principled
A4 Part of pure aluminium material
B5 What envy is a source of?
C5 I'm going back to get Australia's second largest native bird
D4 Doctor's not operating well


